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The controversial issue of climate change is being held accountable for
all the problems in the United States of America. It is being blamed for
racism, crime, and personal failures. However, the main flaw in this theory
is that most people do not believe it, although there are enough who do.
If you examine the interesting facts I have provided, you will see that these
facts have been consistent since the earliest recorded weather records and
still hold true today. I would argue that yes, the climate does change
because that is its normal behavior. If there were anything more to it, the
interesting facts I have presented would be disrupted. 

I find it unethical to spread false science for the purpose of supporting
a political agenda. Yes, I am saying that the current usage of climate change
is being manipulated as a political tool to create distractions and promote
the radical left. If all other attempts to radicalize the public have failed, or
as we commonly say, have been proven false, then target the weather. The
weather is an easy subject. Weather forecasts are often incorrect, but it is
widely accepted that we frequently make mistakes and in most cases, it
becomes a joke when a forecast is completely wrong. Therefore, society
has accepted that weather prediction is often unreliable with no one to
blame. The radical left recognizes this lack of trust, and they take advantage
of it by blaming everything on climate change. Do they get away with it
because it aligns with our acceptance of our failure to accurately predict
the weather? 

The historical patterns of weather remain unchanged today. We
experience periods of heat, cold, rain, severe weather, and catastrophic
storms throughout history. I believe that Mother Earth, along with Mother
Nature, has the ability to take care of itself. Our technological
advancements have significantly improved our environment compared to
10 years ago, and these advancements continue to occur. I have lived in
South Texas for more than 20 years. It typically stops raining in May and
does not rain again until Dove Season begins. It is hot, and that has always
been the case. Every 10 years, we experience freezing temperatures, snow,
or ice. I do not consider this climate change; instead, I simply say,
"Welcome to South Texas!" 

Let us all focus on the factual scientific evidence and concentrate on
solving more important issues for the benefit of God and Country!

Did You Know

Earth gets colder than Mars

One billion tons of water
falls every minute

Lightning strikes 8.6 million
times per day

Severe weather causes
billions of dollars in damage
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